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We calculate the high energy gamma-ray emission expected during the periastron passage of the
pulsar PSR J2032+4127 which form extended binary system with the massive companion star
MT91 213. The γ -ray emission is expected due to the comptonization of the stellar radiation by
electrons accelerated at the pulsar wind and stellar wind collision shock. We apply the numerical
code for the cascade process initiated by electrons in the anisotropic radiation from the companion
star. We conclude that around the periastron passage of this binary system, the γ -ray emission at
TeV energies can overcome the TeV emission observed from an extended source in this direction
which is likely due to the pulsar wind nebula formed by the pulsar PSR J2032+4127. We discuss
the conditions within the binary system for which such a point like TeV γ -ray source should
appear in addition to the presently observed the extended TeV γ -ray source.
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Gamma-rays from comptonization of stellar
radiation in the binary system containing PSR
J2032+4127 at its periastron passage
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1. Introduction

2. PSR J2032+4127/MT91 213 system
The γ -ray pulsar PSR J2032+4127, with the period of P = 143 ms, has been discovered by the
Fermi-LAT [10]. The spin down power of this pulsar is LPSR = 2.7 × 1035 erg s−1 , the characteristic
age is 115.8 kyr, the surface magnetic field is estimated on BPSR = 1.7 × 1012 Gs [10], and the
distance d = 1.33 ± 0.06 kpc [11]. The pulsar is on the elongated orbit around the companion star,
MT91 213, which is a B0 V type star with the luminosity L⋆ = 5.8 × 1037 erg s−1 and the effective
surface temperature 3.1 × 104 K [12]. The radius of this star is R⋆ = 3 × 1011 cm.
The basic parameters of the pulsar in the binary system are not precisely known since only
a part of the pulsar orbit has been observed up to now. According to the model 2 of Ho [5], the
semi-major axis of the binary system is a = 2.7 × 1014 cm, and the eccentricity is e = 0.961. For
these parameters, the distance of the pulsar from the companion star during the periastron passage
is Dperi = a(1 − e) ≈ 1.05 × 1013 cm, and the distance between the stars in the superior conjunction
of the pulsar is Dsup = a(1 − e2 )/(1 + e cos(90◦ + ω ) ≈ 1.28 × 1013 cm, where the longitude of the
periastron is ω = 40◦ (for the model 2 in [5]). The angle between the line of sight and the direction
defined by the centers of the stars is cos(180◦ − α ) = cos(90◦ + ω ) cos(90◦ − i), where i is the
inclination angle of the binary system (see Fig. 1).
The pulsar PSR J2032+4127 is expected to form a pulsar wind which interaction with the
wind of the companion star can be quite complicated. Close to the periastron, the winds create a
collision region, between the star and the pulsar, in which particles can be effectively accelerated
to energies allowing them production of the X-ray radiation in the synchrotron process and also
the TeV γ -rays in the IC scattering of the stellar radiation [13, 14, 15, 16]. The fate of the pulsar
wind after collision with the stellar wind is not well known. Two limiting cases can be imagined:
the collision of the ideal homogeneous winds and the collision of the very turbulent winds. If the
2
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High energy γ -ray emission from only one binary system, containing radio pulsar PSR B125963 and Be type massive companion SS2883, has been observed and studied in more detail at TeV
energies [1, 2, 3]. Another young, radio pulsar, PSR J2032+4127, has been proposed to be a companion of the massive Be type star, MT91 213, which parameters are similar to the star SS2883 [4].
This binary system is much more extended than PSR B1259-63/SS2883. It is expected that PSR
J2032+4127 passes the periastron late in 2017 [5]. The high energy X-ray and GeV γ -ray emission from this binary has been recently studied in [6]. Those authors discuss the Inverse Compton
(IC) γ -ray emission in the context of the wind collision model for the massive binary systems.
The observations of the binary system PSR J2032+4127/MT91 213 in the TeV γ -ray energy range
are expected to be more difficult since in the direction of this binary an extended, steady TeV γ -ray
source (TeV J2032+4130) has been discovered [7] (and confirmed in [8, 9]). Applying the available
parameters of the binary system, PSR J2032+4127/MT91 213, we present detailed calculations of
the GeV-TeV γ -ray radiation expected from this binary close to the periastron passage of the pulsar. For this purpose, we use the Monte Carlo cascade code which follows production of γ -rays
by relativistic electrons, accelerated in the wind collision region, which comptonize well defined
radiation field from the companion star.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the geometry of the binary system containing PSR J2032+4127 at
the periastron passage. The pulsar is surrounded by the wind collision region (thick solid curve), in which
electrons are accelerated. The observer sees the companion star at the angle α , which is measured between
the directions defined by the centers of the companion star "comp" and the pulsar "NS" and the direction
towards the observer "Obs". The inclination angle of the binary system is i and the longitude of the periastron
passage of the pulsar is ω .

winds are homogeneous, then the winds after the shocks are expected to form a separate fluids.
The pulsar wind can even accelerate along the shock structure as a result of the adiabatic expansion
[17, 18, 19]. In the second model, the very in-homogeneous, turbulent stellar wind loads the pulsar
wind with the barionic matter [20, 21, 22]. In the limiting case, when the winds mix effectively the
pulsar wind can be significantly decelerated to velocity vmix . To estimate the order of magnitude
of the velocity of the winds after mixing we can make use of the idealistic scenarios in which the
colliding winds conserve their energy and momentum. The conservation of the energy gives us the
upper limit on the velocity of the mixed winds since a part of the energy of the winds is expected
to be thermalised in the collision process. In this case, the mixed wind velocity can be estimated
as shown in [20] (see Eq. 1 and description below). In this limit the velocities of the mixed winds
can be of the order of a few to several percent of the velocity of the light. On the other hand, the
conservation of momentum of the colliding winds (but not very turbulent) gives the lower limit
on the mixed wind velocity [23]. In this case, the mixed wind velocity can change from close
to zero at the apex and increase up to the velocity of the stellar wind (before mixing) at regions
along the collision region which are far away from the apex. In our calculations we use the range
of velocities which are laying between those two limits. Note that in the case of efficient mixing,
electrons accelerated in the turbulent winds are relatively slowly advected from the vicinity of the
companion star, allowing for more efficient comptonization of the stellar radiation to the γ -ray
energy range.
The distance, between the apex of the wind collision region and the pulsar, can be estimated
√
√
from, Rsh/PSR = D η /(1 + η ), where D = 1013 D13 cm is the separation of the objects, η =
LPSR /(cṀ⋆ v⋆ ) ≈ 0.14/M−8 v8 is the ratio of the pressures of the winds from the pulsar and the
companion star [24], Ṁ⋆ = 10−8 M−8 M⊙ yr−1 and v⋆ = 108 v8 cm s−1 are the mass loss rate and
the velocity of the companion star wind, LPSR = 1035 L35 erg s−1 is the pulsar power, and c is the
velocity of light.
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3. Gamma-rays from IC pair cascade

4. TeV γ -rays from the binary containing PSR 2032+4127
The HEGRA TeV γ -ray source (TeV J2032+4130 [7]) has the extension of ∼6’, and the flux
of 5% of the Crab Nebula [29, 8, 9, 30, 31]. The nature of the HEGRA TeV source remains
unclear. The discovery of the energetic pulsar in this direction, PSR 2032+4127, seems to support
4
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We assume that electrons can be accelerated in the magnetized, turbulent collision region
of the pulsar and stellar winds. Their acceleration time scale can be defined by the acceleration coefficient ξ and the magnetic field strength in the acceleration region (e.g. see Eq. 5
in [20]). Electrons are also advected with some velocity vmix from the acceleration site. The
characteristic time scale for the advection process can be estimated from, τadv ≈ Rsh/PSR /vmix ≈
√
√
104 D13 η /(1 + η )/v9 s, where vmix = 109 v9 cm s−1 . The advection time scale of electrons
adv ≈ 110σ 1/2 ξ /v TeV.
limits their acceleration process to the maximum possible energies, Emax
−1 −2 9
where ξ = 0.01ξ−2 is the acceleration coefficient, and σ = 0.1σ−1 is the magnetization parameter of the pulsar wind. The value of ξ can be related to the velocity of the mixed winds in the
following way ξ ∼ (vmix /c)2 , if particles are energized after the mixing process of the winds.
However, if the acceleration process of electrons occurs already in the region of the pulsar wind
then, ξ can be fixed to ∼0.1 since the pulsar wind velocity slows down to ∼0.3c. The acceleration process can be saturated by the electron’s energy losses on the synchrotron process (the
cooling time scale is given by Eq. 8 in [20]). Then the maximum energies of electrons are lim√
√
1/2
syn
ited to, Emax ≈ 6.1(ξ−2 /Bsh )1/2 ≈ 17.5[ξ−2 η D13 /σ−1 (1 + η )]1/2 TeV. The magnetic field at
the winds collision region is estimated by the simple extrapolation from the vicinity of the pulsar,
√
√
1/2
Bsh ≈ (BPSR (RNS /RLC )3 (RLC /Rsh )σ 1/2 ≈ 0.11σ−1 (1 + η )/ η D13 G, where RNS = 106 cm is
the radius of the pulsar, RLC = cP/2π ≈ 6.8 × 108 cm is the light cylinder radius of the pulsar.
We assume that electrons are accelerated at the distance of the apex of the collision region
formed in collisions of stellar and pulsar winds. They obtain a power law spectrum with the spectral
index equal to -2 up to the maximum energy determined above. It is assumed that relativistic
electrons can take up to 10% of the spin down power of the pulsar. The angular distribution of
primary electrons is isotropic in the plasma reference frame. Electrons are slowly advected from the
acceleration place on the advection time scale. During this escape process, electrons lose energy on
the synchrotron radiation and on the IC scattering of the anisotropic radiation from the companion
star. We calculate the synchrotron spectrum which is emitted isotropically by the electrons since the
magnetic field is assumed to be random in the reference frame of the plasma. In contrast, γ -rays in
the IC process are produced anisotropically due to the anisotropic radiation of the companion star
as seen from the injection place of electrons. γ -rays, produced in the general direction towards the
companion star, are additionally absorbed in the stellar radiation. As a result of the absorption of
primary γ -rays, the anisotropic IC e± pair cascade develops in the surrounding of the massive star.
In order to calculate the γ -ray spectra which emerge from the binary system at specific directions,
we apply the specific IC e± pair cascade model in which the secondary e± pairs are isotropised by
the random component of the magnetic field close to their place of creation (at first such model has
been discussed in [25, 26]).
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Figure 2: The IC spectra (SED), at the periastron passage are compared with the TeV γ -ray spectrum of the
extended source in the location of PSR 2032+4227, measured by the HEGRA (black squares [7]), MAGIC
(circles [8]), and VERITAS (triangles [9]). Figure on the left is for η = 1, ξ = 0.1, vmix = 7 × 109 cm s−1
and σ = 0.003; and on the right for η = 1, ξ = 0.1, vmix = 7 × 109 cm s−1 and σ = 0.1. The spectra are
calculated for the inclination of the binary system equal to i = 60◦ (solid curves) and i = 0◦ (dashed curves).
The pulsed γ -ray spectrum of PSR 2032+4127 [5] is marked by the dotted curve.

the pulsar wind nebula hypothesis [32, 33]. The IC scattering of stellar radiation can give important
contribution when the pulsar is close to its periastron. In order to determine the level of the emission
from the binary system to already observed TeV γ -ray emission from the nebula, we confront the
TeV γ -ray spectrum from the nebula around the pulsar with the TeV γ -ray emission due to the
comptonization of stellar radiation by electrons accelerated at the collision region. In Fig. 2, we
show the γ -ray spectra calculated for the pulsar at the periastron (the strongest radiation field of
the companion star), for specific range of parameters describing the process of the acceleration and
the interaction of electrons with stellar radiation. The spectra are calculated for the wide range of
the inclination angles of the binary system (i = 0◦ and 60◦ ). The contribution to the TeV γ -ray
emission from the binary system to the extended TeV emission from the nebula becomes important
when the parameter η is not very far from unity (see Fig. 2). Our present calculations show that
at the periastron passage, the TeV emission from the binary system PSR 2032+4127 can dominate
over the emission from the PWNa but only at energies lower than a few TeV. Electrons with larger
energies are not able to scatter efficiently stellar radiation due to the Klein-Nishina effects and also
their dominant synchrotron energy losses. The features of the TeV γ -ray emission, for the pulsar
located at the superior conjunction, are quite similar to those observed at the periastron (but on
a slightly lower level). Both these locations are separated by a few weeks. Therefore, the TeV
γ -ray emission from the binary system between periastron and superior conjunction is expected
to be on the highest level. A few weeks time scale observations should allow detection of such
an enhanced point-like emission by presently operating Cherenkov telescopes such as MAGIC
and VERITAS. Outside the region between the periastron and the superior conjunction, the pulsar
(and relativistic electrons) stays at clearly larger distance from the companion star and/or they are
located more in the front of the companion star. Such geometrical situation is not favored for the
efficient production of γ -rays by scattering stellar radiation.
5
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5. Conclusion
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We have presented the results of calculations of the γ -ray emission from the anisotropic IC e±
pair cascades initiated by relativistic electrons in the vicinity of the massive star within the binary
system containing PSR 2032+4127. We considered only well defined background radiation field
within the binary system which is provided by the surface of the companion star. Therefore, calculated by us IC γ -ray spectra from the binary system PSR 2032+2741 should be considered as the
lower limits especially above TeV energies. We show that γ -ray emission from the binary system
can overcome the level of the TeV emission from the HEGRA source provided that electrons are
relatively slowly advected from the vicinity of the massive star. Such situation is expected when the
stellar and pulsar winds mix effectively in the wind collision region and the velocity of the stellar
wind is not very large (i.e. v⋆ ≤ 108 cm s−1 ). Moreover, the collision region should be close to
the massive star. This happens when the pressure of the stellar wind does not dominate completely
over the pressure of the pulsar wind, i.e. the parameter η describing the wind collision region is
not far from unity. For η ∼ 1, the collision region of the winds is far from the pulsar and relatively
close to the stellar surface. Then, the magnetic field in the mixed pulsar wind is relatively weak
(due to the larger distance from the pulsar). Therefore, the energy losses of relativistic electrons
on the synchrotron process are reduced and energy losses on the IC process are enhanced. The
IC γ -ray fluxes, shown in Figs. 4, are expected to be clearly larger if the mixed wind velocity is
below the value considered in this figure. However, the efficiency of electron acceleration can be
lower than assumed 10% since only a part of the wind regions can provide energy for the acceleration process. Therefore, comparison of our calculations with the future observations of the binary
system PSR 2032+2741/MT91 213 during periastron can allow to constrain the range of allowed
values for parameters, determining the geometry of the collision region η , efficiency of electron
acceleration and the velocity of the mixed winds. Note that, these parameters can be also constrained by the independent observations in other energy ranges. Then, such constraints will allow
determination of the acceleration efficiency of electrons with this binary system based on the TeV
γ -ray observations and modeling of the type presented here.
Our calculations show that the conditions for the γ -ray production within the binary system
PSR 2032+4127 close to the periastron are less favorite than those in the case of the binary system
PSR B1259-63/SS2883. This is generally expected since the energy loss rate of the pulsar PSR
2032+2741 is a factor of about 3 lower than the pulsar PSR B1259-63. Closer location of the pulsar PSR B1259-63 to the companion star at the periastron and its larger energy loss rate moves the
wind collision region, and so the place of electron acceleration, is closer to the companion star than
in the case of the binary system containing PSR 2032+2741. Detailed observations of the binary
system PSR 2032+2741 by the Cherenkov telescopes close to the periastron, linked with the future
multi-wavelength studies of the stellar wind from the companion star, should provide interesting
independent constraints on proprieties of the pulsar winds, conditions for the acceleration of particles, and the details of their radiation mechanisms. At present, such detailed comparison of these
two binary systems is not possible due to the lack of knowledge on the possible contribution of
additional radiation fields and their geometry (e.g. stellar disk) in the binary PSR 2032+4127.
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